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a b s t r a c t

26Many different solutions exist to improve the low-frequency sound absorption performance of acoustic
27resonators, extending or coiling up space into the resonator being some of the most widespread. In this
28context, modern additive manufacturing processes pose a new scenario in which these devices can be
29engineered to yield outstanding acoustic properties. In a recent work by the authors, a solution consisting
30of a perforated panel with oblique perforations was analyzed, results showing an enhanced sound
31absorption performance when compared to traditional perforated panel absorbers. This technical note
32aims to show the potential of these panels when used in multi-layer arrangements both to widen their
33effective sound absorption bandwidth and to improve their low-frequency performance. A simplified
34approach that relies on the fluid-equivalent theory was used together with the Transfer Matrix
35Method (TMM) to analyse different configurations, prediction results showing a good agreement when
36compared to experiments in an impedance tube over additive manufactured samples. Unlike other
37perforated-based solutions, the proposed system avoids addressing the cavity design while showing
38improved sound absorption features.
39� 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
40

41

42

43 1. Introduction

44 Perforated panel absorbers are an excellent alternative to con-
45 ventional porous media because of their structural features and
46 remarkable sound absorption properties [1]. Many examples of
47 noise reduction applications of these acoustic resonators can be
48 found in the literature, such as muffler devices [2], noise barriers
49 [3], or building isolation walls [4]. These systems typically consist
50 of a flat panel with periodically arranged perforations backed by an
51 air cavity, resulting in an acoustic resonator. When these perfora-
52 tions are reduced to submillimeter size, wide-band sound absorp-
53 tion of one or two octaves can be achieved from these so-called
54 Micro-Perforated Panel absorbers (MPPs) [5]. In the pursuit of
55 new designs that let further broaden their sound absorption band-
56 width, some authors have proposed different solutions based on
57 the series [6] and parallel [7] combination of different MPP absor-
58 bers, the production of MPPs with ultra-micro-perforations [8] or
59 the use of micro-perforated partitions in the backing cavity [9].
60 Among these, multi-layer MPP arrangements are probably one of
61 the most extensively investigated.

62Numerous authors have studied the acoustic behavior of multi-
63layer perforated panel systems by using different approaches. For
64instance, Lee and Kwon [10] analyzed the sound absorption coeffi-
65cient of engine exhaust muffler composed of multiple perforated
66panels by using the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM). On the other
67hand, Sakagami et al. [11] used electro-acoustical equivalent cir-
68cuit analysis to predict the acoustic properties of a space absorber
69consisting of a double layer MPP without a rigid backing. Ruiz et al.
70[12] proposed the use of simulated annealing to find the proper
71combination of MPPs for a target sound absorption bandwidth by
72using the Impedance Translation Method (ITM). Later on, a similar
73procedure was proposed by Kim and Bolton [13] to optimize these
74systems both in terms of sound absorption and transmission loss
75by means of the TMM and the genetic algorithm. Bravo et al. [14]
76showed that the structural resonances of multi-layer structures
77made up of thin micro-perforated panels could also improve the
78absorption performance of these devices. In a work by Pieren and
79Heutschi [15], lightweight multilayer curtains were represented
80as discrete impedances similar to that of a perforated plate, the
81Equivalent Circuit Method (ECM) being used to predict their sound
82absorption. An extensive review of multi-layer MPPs as sound
83absorbers in buildings can be found in a recent work by Cobo
84and Simón [16]. Even though the high potential of these solutions
85as wide-band absorbers has been sufficiently proven, the still large
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86 space required to achieve an effective low-frequency sound absor-
87 ber prompts the need for alternative designs.
88 This work proposes a multi-layer perforated panel absorber
89 with oblique perforations both to improve the sound absorption
90 performance and to reduce the total size of these resonator sys-
91 tems. As previously discussed by several authors [17,18], the use
92 of oblique perforations can significantly enhance the low-
93 frequency sound absorption when compared to conventional por-
94 ous materials. In a recent work by the authors [19], a simplified
95 approach that relies on the fluid-equivalent theory was proposed
96 to study the acoustic behavior of acoustic resonators with oblique
97 perforations, results showing a good agreement when compared to
98 measurements in an impedance tube over additive manufactured
99 samples. This approach together with the TMM is herein used to

100 predict the acoustic properties of multi-layer perforated panel
101 absorbers with oblique perforations. Theoretical predictions were
102 compared to experiments on an impedance tube over different
103 arrangements of samples with oblique perforations. Results
104 showed that effective low-frequency sound absorption can be
105 achieved by using the proposed systems without the need for
106 addressing the backing cavity design and significantly reducing
107 the total depth of the absorber.
108 This technical note is structured as follows: In Section 2, multi-
109 layer perforated panel systems are described, the proposed fluid-
110 equivalent model together with the corrections necessary to
111 account for the oblique perforations being recalled. In Section 3,
112 the TMM theory used to analyze the sound absorption perfor-
113 mance of these devices is presented, along with a short description
114 of the preparation of the samples and experimental setup used to
115 verify the applicability of the model. In Section 4, experimental
116 results for several multi-layer configurations are compared to the
117 model predictions in terms of the sound absorption coefficient,
118 an analysis of the effect of the perforation angle and the inter-
119 panel/backing cavity depths on this parameter being also carried
120 out, along with a brief discussion on the effective bandwidth of
121 these absorbers. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main conclu-
122 sions of this work.

123 2. Background theory

124 2.1. Multi-layer perforated panel systems

125 Multi-layer perforated panel systems usually consist of a series
126 arrangement of air-spaced perforated panels intended to achieve a
127 wider effective absorption bandwidth than single panel absorbers.
128 These assemblies also give rise to additional possibilities such as
129 the tuning of multiple target frequencies if an appropriate combi-
130 nation of panel features and air cavity depths is chosen. Let con-
131 sider for instance the multi-layer perforated panel system
132 depicted in Fig. 1, which is composed of N panel-cavity sub-
133 systems backed by a rigid wall.
134 It can be seen that the absorber is composed of successively
135 interconnected acoustic elements, where PP and AC refer to the
136 perforated panels and the air cavities, respectively. Under plane
137 wave incidence, assuming each acoustic element to be laterally
138 infinite, continuity of pressure and particle velocity exists at each
139 element interface. Consequently, each acoustic element can be
140 characterized mainly by its geometrical characteristics in the case
141 of the perforated panels and its depth in the case of the air cavities.
142 Many authors [5,20,21] have proposed theoretical models to
143 predict the acoustic properties of perforated panels provided their
144 geometrical characteristics are known beforehand. Once these
145 properties are determined, it is straightforward to obtain the sound
146 absorption performance of the whole assembly by using the TMM
147 to be detailed in Subsection 3.1. The predictive model hereafter

148used to analyze the acoustic behavior of the absorber relies on
149the fluid-equivalent theory described next.

1502.2. Fluid equivalent to a perforated panel

151As mentioned above, the acoustic properties of a perforated
152panel can be determined from its geometrical characteristics, to
153list: open area ratio (i. e. the perforation rate), the radius of the per-
154forations, and panel thickness; viscothermal losses in the inner air
155depending mainly on these two latter parameters. Atalla and Sgard
156[21] proposed a simple model to describe the acoustic behavior of a
157perforated panel whose solid frame is motionless replacing the air
158inside the perforations by an equivalent fluid on the macroscopic
159scale. Thereby, for a rigid flat panel with uniform circular holes
160normal to its surface, the expression of the acoustic transfer impe-
161dance for wavelengths much larger than the dimensions of the
162panel can be simplified to
163

ZPP ¼ 1
/
jxqd ð1Þ

165165

166where / is the open area ratio,x the angular frequency, d the thick-
167ness of the panel, and q the effective density of the inner air, which
168can be written as
169

q ¼ q0a1 1þ r/
jxq0a1

GC sð Þ
� �

ð2Þ
171171

172where q0 is the air density, a1 the geometrical tortuosity, and r the
173flow resistivity of the panel, with
174
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176176

177where s = R(xq0a1/g)1/2, R is the radius of the perforations, g the
178dynamic viscosity of air, and J0 and J1 represent the Bessel functions
179of the first kind and zeroth and first orders, respectively.

Fig. 1. Multi-layer perforated panel system composed of N panel-cavity sub-
systems backed by a rigid wall (AC: air cavity, PP: perforated panel).
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180 Note that thermal dissipation effects were neglected in Eq. (1),
181 being this assumption valid for panels whose thickness and shape
182 of the perforations are small [21]. Nevertheless, additional correc-
183 tions must be done in the previous expressions to account not only
184 for the dissipative and inertial effects resulting from the finite
185 thickness of the panel but also for the perforation angle in the case
186 under study.

187 2.3. Corrections for a perforated panel with oblique perforations

188 In a previous work by the authors [19], a simplified model that
189 relies on the previous fluid-equivalent theory was proposed to
190 describe the macroscopic behavior of perforated panels with obli-
191 que perforations. Briefly, the panel is replaced by an equivalent
192 fluid whose acoustic properties can be retrieved from redefined
193 macroscopic parameters for the air inside the oblique perforations.
194 In this model, the surface resistance term RB = 2RS, where RS =
195 (gq0x/2)1/2, was added twice in the acoustic transfer impedance
196 of the panel (Eq. (1)) to account for the viscous dissipation at its
197 front and rear apertures (divided by / to consider the surface of
198 the panel); whereas an equivalent tortuosity was used to account
199 for the angle of the perforations with respect to the normal of
200 the panel surface, the following macroscopic parameters being
201 redefined
202

a1 ¼ 1
cos2h

þ 2
ee

d=cosh
ð4Þ

204204

205

r ¼ 8g
/R2cos2h

ð5Þ
207207

208 where h is the perforation angle, and ee = (1 � 1.13n �
209 0.09n2 + 0.27n3)8R/(3p) is the correction length proposed by Jaouen
210 and Bécot [22], which accounts both for the interaction between
211 perforations and the effective length of the panel, with n = 2(//p)1/2.
212 Therefore, once the acoustic transfer impedance of a single per-
213 forated panel with oblique perforations is defined, it follows using
214 a method to analyze an absorber system composed of multiple per-
215 forated panels and air cavities.

216 3. Materials and methods

217 3.1. Transfer Matrix Method (TMM)

218 The Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) is an extended plane-wave
219 based methodology frequently used to study the acoustic proper-
220 ties of multi-layer systems for its simplicity and ease of use. This
221 method not only simplifies the analysis of complex multilayer sys-
222 tems but also allows calculating acoustic field quantities in a sim-
223 ple way for the sake of their design and development. In this
224 method, each acoustic element of Fig. 1 is represented using a gen-
225 eric transfer matrix Ti that relates the acoustic pressure and parti-
226 cle velocity at the upstream (sub-index u) and downstream (sub-
227 index d) of the element [23]
228

pi;u

v i;u

� �
¼ Ti

pi;d

v i;d

� �
¼ Ti;11 Ti;12

Ti;21 Ti;22

� �
pi;d

v i;d

� �
ð6Þ

230230

231 Assuming the upstream and downstream particle velocities in a
232 thin perforated panel are the same [24], the above transfer matrix
233 can be simplified for this type of sub-system to
234

TPP ¼
1 ZPP

0 1

� �
ð7Þ

236236

237 where ZPP is the acoustic transfer impedance of the perforated panel
238 including the corrections derived in Subsection 2.3.

239On the other hand, the transfer matrix corresponding to an air
240cavity having a depth D can be represented by
241

TAC ¼ cos k0Dð Þ jZ0sin k0Dð Þ
j
Z0
sin k0Dð Þ cos k0Dð Þ

" #
ð8Þ

243243

244where Z0 = q0c0 and k0 =x/c0 are the characteristic impedance and
245the wave number in air, respectively, c0 being the sound propaga-
246tion velocity in air.
247Hence, by successively multiplying the individual transfer
248matrices of all the elements of the multi-layer perforated panel
249system, the overall transfer matrix can be obtained
250

TM ¼ TPP;1TAC;1TPP;2TAC;2:::TPP;NTAC;N ¼ TM;11 TM;12

TM;21 TM;22

� �
ð9Þ

252252

253The normal incidence sound absorption coefficient of the whole
254absorber can thus be calculated as
255

a ¼ 1� ZS � Z0

ZS þ Z0

				
				
2

ð10Þ
257257

258where ZS = TM,11/TM,21 is the surface impedance of the multi-layer
259system.

2603.2. Sample preparation and experimental rig

261Both the sound absorption performance of these multi-layer
262systems and the applicability of the previous modeling methodol-
263ogy were assessed by performing impedance tube measurements
264over additive manufactured samples. Specifically, circular samples
265(30 mm in diameter) having different perforation radius, open area
266ratios, and perforation angles, were prepared using the Projection
267micro-stereolithography (PlSL) printing technology [25,26] in
268the Ember 3D printer from Autodesk. Table 1 summarizes the geo-
269metrical characteristics of some of the manufactured samples. Sub-
270sequently, the sound absorption coefficient of different multi-layer
271arrangements of these samples was measured by means of the
272impedance tube apparatus BSWA SW470 following the procedure
273described in the ASTM E1050-12 standard [27]. A schematic repre-
274sentation of the prepared samples together with pictures thereof
275and a detailed view of a multi-layer arrangement mounted in the
276impedance tube are depicted in Fig. 2. Further details of both the
277sample preparation process and the experimental setup can be
278found in [19].

2794. Results and discussion

2804.1. Straight perforations vs oblique perforations

281First, the advantages in terms of sound absorption and space
282reduction of using oblique perforations instead of straight ones in
283a multi-layer perforated panel absorber will be shown. To this end,
284the sound absorption coefficient of configurations composed of
285two panels having either straight (h1,2 = 0�) or oblique (h1,2 = 60�)
286perforations was measured. Both the inter-panel and backing cav-
287ities had the same depth D1,2 = 5 mm, the geometrical characteris-
288tics of the panels being those corresponding to PP#1 and PP#3 in
289Table 1. Furthermore, all the experimental results obtained using
290the impedance tube method described in the previous section were
291compared against theoretical predictions resulting from the pro-
292posed model. It should be noted that for simplicity only multi-
293layer systems composed of two panels were analyzed in this work
294even though, as stated above, the modeling methodology could be
295extended for cases having more panels. Fig. 3 shows the sound
296absorption coefficient for the two analyzed cases.
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297 Results indicate that using panels with oblique perforations not
298 only significantly shifts the resonance peak to lower frequencies,
299 but also increases its amplitude when compared to the system
300 with straight ones. Given that the thickness, the open area ratio
301 and the radius of the perforations of the panels, as well as the
302 depths of the air cavities, are the same in both cases, a much lower
303 frequency resonator was achieved by using oblique perforations,
304 the total size necessary to absorb sound in this frequency range

305being thereupon reduced. As for the theoretical predictions, it
306can be seen that the model results follow the trends of the exper-
307imental data with reasonable agreement. In this regard, even
308though the locations of the resonance peaks match properly well,
309the amplitude values are overestimated for the configuration with
310oblique perforations. These differences may be attributed to the
311inner roughness resulting from the fabrication process for such
312intricate perforations, the influence of the printing technology in
313this regard and on the final dimensions being a common difficulty
314in additively manufactured porous media [28].

3154.2. Influence of the perforation angle

316In the following step, and to further illustrate the influence of
317the perforation angle on the sound absorption performance,
318multi-layer systems whose perforated panels had different perfo-
319ration angles were analyzed. For this purpose, the sound absorp-
320tion coefficient of systems in which the perforation angle of the
321second (rear) panel is changed while the first (front) panel is kept
322with straight perforations were tested. In Fig. 4, results for panels
323with perforation angles h1,2 = 0� (PP#1), h2 = 40� (PP#2), and
324h2 = 60� (PP#3), whose geometrical characteristics are listed in
325Table 1, are shown.
326In view of the results, it is evident that a frequency shift of the
327resonance peaks occurs as the perforation angle of the rear panel
328increases along with a remarkable rise of the peak absorption coef-
329ficient with respect to the reference straight case. These effects can
330be explained by the higher values of the tortuosity and flow resis-
331tivity resulting from an increase of the effective length of the panel
332(i. e. the distance that the acoustic wave travels between its ends).
333Regarding the model predictions, results show an acceptable
334agreement when compared with the measured values, differences
335being for the most part linked to the previously discussed manu-
336facturing accuracy. It should be also pointed out that the analyzed

Table 1
Geometrical characteristics of the perforated panels under study.

b (mm) d (mm) / (%) R (mm) h (�)

PP#1 13.2 4.8 3.5 1.4 0
PP#2 4.8 3.5 1.5 40
PP#3 5.0 4.0 1.5 60

Fig. 2. Additive manufactured samples: (a) schematic representation; (b) picture of some samples (top: h = 0�, center-left: h = 40�, and bottom: h = 60�); and (c) detailed view
of the mounting on the impedance tube.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the analytical (lines) and experimental (circles) results for a
multi-layer perforated panel system with straight (h1,2 = 0�) and oblique perfora-
tions (h1,2 = 60�). The geometrical characteristics of the panels are listed in Table 1.
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337 samples have a circular cross-section, which differs from the infi-
338 nite lattice arrangement assumed by most analytical models as
339 the one proposed. Alternatively, numerical methodologies that rely
340 on the linearized Navier-Stokes equations [29,30] could be used to
341 rigorously account both for the actual dimensions of the samples
342 and the full viscothermal dissipation mechanisms.
343 All the same, the simplified approach herein proposed not only
344 reveals the improved sound absorption performance and tuning
345 capabilities of these systems but may also be very helpful to con-
346 ceive new arrangements in different applications. For instance, in
347 the typical case in building acoustics in which a regular panel must
348 be used in the visible front surface to meet conventional aesthetic
349 criteria, the rear panel may serve to effectively choose the target
350 frequencies to absorb while keeping the same total space depth.
351 In this regard, the proposed solution can more easily overtake pos-
352 sible space constraints when compared to simpler techniques that
353 require using thicker panels or larger air cavity depths.

354 4.3. Influence of the inter-panel and backing cavity depths

355 So far, the systems analyzed were composed of panel-cavity
356 sub-systems whose cavities had the same depth. To better under-
357 stand the acoustic behavior of these multi-layer sound absorbers,
358 configurations having different inter-panel and backing cavity
359 depths were analyzed. In a first step, three distinct inter-panel cav-
360 ity depths were tested (D1 = 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm) while the
361 backing cavity was kept the same as in the previous cases
362 (D2 = 5 mm). The front and rear panels used for the measurements
363 were PP#1 and PP#3, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the influence of
364 changing the inter-panel cavity depth on the sound absorption
365 coefficient of the multi-layer system.
366 Notice that an increase of the inter-panel cavity depth shifted
367 the second resonance peak to lower frequencies while the first
368 peak location barely changed even while its amplitude diminished
369 probably due to proximity effects between resonances. It is note-
370 worthy to highlight that the larger the inter-panel cavity depth
371 the closer the resonance peaks get. As a result, the sound absorp-
372 tion in the intermediate frequency range improves, this being a
373 very useful feature of the multi-layer system to achieve more gen-
374 eral sound absorption in that region.

375In a second step, the inter-panel cavity depth was kept to
376D1 = 5 mm while different air backing cavity depths were analyzed
377(D2 = 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm), the panels used in the experi-
378ments being the same as in the previous analysis. Fig. 6 shows
379the effect of varying the backing cavity depth on the sound absorp-
380tion coefficient of the whole system.
381In this case, it was the first resonance peak that shifted to lower
382frequencies while the second resonance peak location slightly
383changed. This effect is explained by the fact that it was the panel
384having the largest backing space (i. e. inter-panel cavity plus sec-
385ond panel-cavity sub-system) which was modified. Therefore, the
386backing cavity is expected to be the one that defines the minimum
387absorption frequency provided that the same panels are used. On
388the other hand, prediction model again shows a relatively good

Fig. 4. Influence of the perforation angle of the rear panel (top: h2 = 0�, center:
h2 = 40�, and bottom: h2 = 60�) on the sound absorption coefficient of a multi-layer
perforated panel system. Solid lines: analytical; circles: experiments.

Fig. 5. Influence of the inter-panel cavity depth (top: D1 = 5 mm, center:
D1 = 10 mm, and bottom: D1 = 15 mm) on the sound absorption coefficient of a
multi-layer perforated panel system. Solid lines: analytical; circles: experiments.

Fig. 6. Influence of the backing cavity depth (top: D2 = 5 mm, center: D2 = 10 mm,
and bottom: D2 = 15 mm) on the sound absorption coefficient of a multi-layer
perforated panel system. Solid lines: analytical; circles: experiments.
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389 agreement when compared to measurement data both in the inter-
390 panel and backing cavity analysis, being therefore a tool of great
391 interest in the preliminary design stage of these devices.

392 4.4. Effective bandwidth of multi-layer perforated panels with oblique
393 perforations

394 Previous examples showed that the proposed resonators
395 allowed both working in different one-third octave bands for more
396 general sound absorption and improving the low-frequency per-
397 formance while reducing the space requirements when compared
398 to conventional ones (i. e. systems with straight perforations).
399 Finally, a brief discussion on the improved broadband features of
400 these absorbers in terms of their effective bandwidth is given. In
401 Fig. 7, a comparison in terms of the sound absorption coefficient
402 of two systems having the same geometrical characteristics
403 (d1 = 5 mm, d2 = 4 mm, D1 = 16 mm, D2 = 5 mm, /1 = 5%, /2 = 3%,
404 R1 = 0.3 mm, R2 = 0.7 mm) is shown, the only difference being one
405 having panels with straight perforations (h1,2 = 0�) and the other
406 using oblique perforations only in the rear panel (h1 = 0�,
407 h2 = 60�). The effective bandwidth (i. e. frequency range delimited
408 by the frequencies of half maximum absorption) for each case is
409 depicted using shadowed regions (straight perforations: light grey;
410 oblique perforations: dark gray).
411 As can be seen, the multi-layer perforated panel with oblique
412 perforations overcomes that with straight ones both in the peak
413 absorption amplitude and the effective bandwidth. To achieve a
414 similar curve using conventional multi-layer arrangements may
415 not only require using much smaller perforations but also much
416 thicker panels or lower open area ratios, which may be a constraint
417 for some specific applications, as commented in [19]. Nonetheless,
418 further research must still be carried out on the development of
419 inexpensive fabrication techniques that let produce these absor-
420 bers for their settlement in the acoustic materials industry.

4215. Conclusions

422Perforated panel absorbers may not only show excellent sound
423absorption properties but also a higher durability and mechanical
424strength than most conventional porous media. For this reason,
425the development of new designs that let further improve their
426sound absorption performance is of great interest in those noise
427control applications in which both acoustical and structural fea-
428tures are desired. In the seek for a simple but versatile solution that
429could be used in such scenarios, a multi-layer perforated panel
430absorber with oblique perforations was herein proposed. By know-
431ing the geometrical characteristics of the panels and air cavities,
432fluid-equivalent theory along with the Transfer Matrix Method
433(TMM) were used to develop a simplified approach that let predict
434the sound absorption performance of these systems. The sound
435absorption coefficient of different additive manufactured samples
436was measured, results serving both to assess the simplified
437approach and to show the potential of these multi-layer systems
438as sound absorbers. Several conclusions were drawn from the
439above results: (i) the use of oblique perforations allows increasing
440the effective length of the panel thus reducing the space require-
441ments to absorb low frequencies of conventional multi-layer perfo-
442rated systems; (ii) there is no need to address the design of the
443cavities, thus overcoming requirements for engineering of alterna-
444tive solutions rarely adopted in practice; (iii) the resonance fre-
445quencies of the system can be tuned without modifying the
446frontal panel, thus being of great interest in those applications in
447which decorative or aesthetic effects are important. Furthermore,
448the development of the proposed system is not limited to 3D print-
449ing technologies, as similar panels even if not so refined may still
450be manufactured using conventional techniques such as punching
451or milling to make the fabrication process affordable. Nevertheless,
452the rise of additive manufacturing techniques allows innovative
453designs difficult to conceive until recently to be fabricated, extend-
454ing its use into the acoustic materials industry presumably being
455one of the challenges to be faced in the forthcoming years.
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